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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

SR-00-01-(31) 72 (CC)

Recommends approval of the listed COURSE DELETIONS for the following college:

College of Information Technology and Engineering (CITE)

1. EM 213 Statics
   Rationale: The course, now offered under ENM 213, is being replaced with ENGR 213 in order to group all general engineering courses under the same alpha designator.

2. EM 214 Dynamics
   Rationale: The course, now offered under ENM 214, is being replaced with ENGR 214 in order to group all general engineering courses under the same alpha designator.

3. EM 215 Engineering Materials
   Rationale: The course, now offered under ENM 215, is being replaced with ENGR 215 in order to group all general engineering courses under the same alpha designator.

4. EM 216 Mechanics of Deformable Bodies
   Rationale: The course, now offered under ENM 216, is being replaced with ENGR 216 in order to group all general engineering courses under the same alpha designator.

5. EM 218 Fluid Mechanics
   Rationale: The course, now offered under ENM 218, is being replaced with ENGR 218 in order to group all general engineering courses under the same alpha designator.
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